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Symptom

The usage of SAP GUI Scripting can be restricted by the means of the profile parameters explained in the
SAP GUI Scripting Security Guide.

Two of these parameters are:

sapgui/user_scripting_per_user (decide whether SAP GUI Scripting is permitted based on an
authorization object S_SCR assigned to users)
sapgui/user_scripting_set_readonly (activate a read only version of SAP GUI Scripting for all users)

Up to patchlevel 16 of SAP GUI for Windows 7.40 and patchlevel 3 of SAP GUI for Windows 7.50 these
parameters could not be combined. When the parameter sapgui/user_scripting_set_readonly was activated,
values for parameters sapgui/user_scripting_per_user were ignored and all users held only read only version
SAP GUI Scripting authorizations. Therefore it was impossible to assign some users full SAP GUI Scripting
authorizations and all others read only SAP GUI Scripting authorizations.

However, there are scenarios in which it may be desired to use a combination of full SAP GUI Scripting
support for some users and read only Scripting support for others (for example when SAP Enable Now is
used for all others and full SAP GUI Scripting is required by some other users). Until now such a scenario
could only be realized by assigning the respective user groups to different application servers via dedicated
logon groups.

In order to protect customers who are already using the two parameters we have implemented a switch that
allows combining the two parameters. The default behavior remains unchanged.

With the change explained in this SAP Note and with the following registry value (REG_DWORD) set to
value "1"

64bit operating system: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\SAP\SAPGUI Front\SAP
Frontend Server\Security\ScriptingPerUserAccountExecute
32bit operating system: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\SAP\SAPGUI Front\SAP Frontend
Server\Security\ScriptingPerUserAccountExecute

the behavior is as follows:
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If only sapgui/user_scripting_per_user is set all users with the authorization object have full SAP GUI
Scripting authorizations, all other users have no SAP GUI Scripting authorizations
If only sapgui/user_scripting_set_readonly is set, all users have read only SAP GUI Scripting
authorizations
If both parameters are combined, those users which have the authorization object have full SAP GUI
Scripting authorizations, all other users have read only SAP GUI Scripting authorizations

Attached to this SAP Note you can find an English (no translation available) document that explains the old
and new behavior in a flow chart. "Old" means that either a patch earlier than the ones mentioned in this SAP
Note is used or that the registry value mentioned above has not been set.

Attention

Presently the combination of the two profile parameters sapgui/user_scripting_per_user and
sapgui/user_scripting_set_readonly had no effect for users with the authorization object. After you applied the
patches mentioned below and activated the new behavior via registry those users will no longer have read
only SAP GUI Scripting authorizations, but full SAP GUI Scripting authorizations. If this is not desired,
remove the respective authorization object from the respective users and set sapgui/user_scripting_per_user
to "FALSE" (or do not activate the new behavior).

Further changes introduced via this SAP Note

As opposed to the statements from the documentation the read only mode could not be used to
execute read only commands via SAP GUI Scripting. You could run for example a screenreader
software, but you could not read values of UI elements in SAP GUI. This is fixed with the patches
mentioned below.
When read only SAP GUI Scripting was active users could execute the record functionality of the
internal SAP GUI Scripting Recorder, but the recorded scripts did not get saved. With the patches
mentioned below the record functionality is disabled when read only SAP GUI Scripting is active.

Further comment

The parameter sapgui/nwbc_scripting (see SAP Note ) is another way of defining the profile1816392
parameter sapgui/user_scripting_set_readonly. Therefore the statements from above affect scenarios in
which apgui/user_scripting_set_readonly is not defined, but sapgui/nwbc_scripting is defined, as well.

Other Terms

SAP GUI for Windows; sapgui; Scripting; authorization; S_SCR; execute; per user; read only; read-only

Reason and Prerequisites

Functional Extension

Solution

The changed functionality described above will be introduced by an SAP GUI for Windows patch. In section
"SP Patch Level" you can find information, which patches contain the respective correction. Please install this
patch or a newer one (SAP GUI patches are always cumulative).

In addition to installing the required patch or a newer one, you also need to distribute the registry value
mentioned in the "Symptom" section of this SAP Note.
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If the section "SP Patch Level" is not available or the information about which patch contains the correction is
missing, this means that this has not been determined, yet. In this case, please re-check this SAP Note at a
later point of time.

Expected delivery dates of SAP GUI for Windows patches

If the patch, which contains the correction from this SAP Note is not yet delivered, you can check SAP Note 
 for the expected delivery date.1053737

Additionally you can watch the following page in the SAP Community WIKI to receive a notification whenever
an SAP GUI for Windows patch is delivered: 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/ATopics/SAP+GUI+for+Windows%3A+Important+News

Downloading SAP GUI patches

All SAP GUI patches are available on SAP Support Portal. Detailed information about the location of the
patches can be taken from SAP Note . SAP Note  explains how to download patches from563161 330793
SAP Support Portal.

Installation of SAP GUI for Windows patches

The installation of SAP GUI for Windows patches is documented in the SAP GUI Installation Guide. You can
find this guide under .http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-25456
Alternatively SAP Note  also contains information on how to apply SAP GUI for Windows patches.535308

Software Components

Software Component Release

BC-FES-GUI 7.40 - 7.40

BC-FES-GUI 7.50 - 7.50

SAP_HRCFR 608 - 608

Support Package Patches

Software Component Version Support Package Patch Level

SAP GUI FOR WINDOWS 7.50 CORE SP004 000004

SAP GUI FOR WINDOWS 7.40 CORE SP017 000017

This document refers to
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